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Multiomics study of a heterotardigrade,
Echinisicus testudo, suggests the possibility
of convergent evolution of abundant heat-
soluble proteins in Tardigrada
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Abstract

Background: Many limno-terrestrial tardigrades can enter an ametabolic state, known as anhydrobiosis, upon
desiccation, in which the animals can withstand extreme environments. Through genomics studies, molecular
components of anhydrobiosis are beginning to be elucidated, such as the expansion of oxidative stress response
genes, loss of stress signaling pathways, and gain of tardigrade-specific heat-soluble protein families designated
CAHS and SAHS. However, to date, studies have predominantly investigated the class Eutardigrada, and molecular
mechanisms in the remaining class, Heterotardigrada, still remains elusive. To address this gap in the research, we
report a multiomics study of the heterotardigrade Echiniscus testudo, one of the most desiccation-tolerant species
which is not yet culturable in laboratory conditions.

Results: In order to elucidate the molecular basis of anhydrobiosis in E. testudo, we employed a multi-omics
strategy encompassing genome sequencing, differential transcriptomics, and proteomics. Using ultra-low input
library sequencing protocol from a single specimen, we sequenced and assembled the 153.7 Mbp genome
annotated using RNA-Seq data. None of the previously identified tardigrade-specific abundant heat-soluble genes
was conserved, while the loss and expansion of existing pathways were partly shared. Furthermore, we identified
two families novel abundant heat-soluble proteins, which we named E. testudo Abundant Heat Soluble (EtAHS), that
are predicted to contain large stretches of disordered regions. Likewise the AHS families in eutardigrada, EtAHS
shows structural changes from random coil to alphahelix as the water content was decreased in vitro. These
characteristics of EtAHS proteins are analogous to those of CAHS in eutardigrades, while there is no conservation at
the sequence level.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that Heterotardigrada have partly shared but distinct anhydrobiosis machinery
compared with Eutardigrada, possibly due to convergent evolution within Tardigrada. (276/350).
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Background
Water is an essential universal solvent in living organisms
that harbors cellular biochemical reactions. However, many
limno-terrestrial tardigrades are able to enter an ametabolic
state, known as anhydrobiosis, when they face desiccation,
and these organisms can subsequently tolerate almost
complete water loss while being able to return to their nat-
ural active state when rehydrated [1–3]. In anhydrobiosis,
tardigrades are capable of tolerating many extreme environ-
ments, such as high and low temperatures [4, 5], space vac-
uum [6], high pressure [7], and high concentrations of
organic solvent [8], as well as insults from ultraviolet rays
and over 4000Gy of gamma radiation [9–11].
Early studies on the molecular mechanisms underlying

anhydrobiosis initially targeted Caenorhabditis elegans
[12], Artemia salina [13], and Polypedilum vanderplanki
[14], where the disaccharide trehalose was identified as
one of the key compounds, being accumulated at up to
20% of the dry weight during desiccation in P. vander-
planki. Trehalose is suggested to protect intracellular
components, including membranes and proteins,
through water replacement and vitrification [14, 15]. An-
other of the key factors of the anhydrobiotic machinery
is the hydrophilic late embryogenesis abundant (LEA)
protein superfamily, which has been identified in both
plants and animals [16]. This widespread protein family
exhibits little sequence conservation among groups, but
they often show similar structural characteristics, where
the protein is mostly natively unfolded in the hydrated
state and later folds upon desiccation [17, 18]. Another
hallmark is the extreme hydrophilic nature of this pro-
tein, which maintains solubility even after 10 min of heat
treatment at 100 °C [19]. The contribution of LEA pro-
teins in desiccation tolerance is reported to be multifac-
torial, encompassing protecting membranes, inhibiting
the aggregation of proteins, stabilizing cellular compo-
nents, including vitrified sugar glasses, and serving as a
hydration buffer [20].
Trehalose and LEA proteins, however, are not the pri-

mary machinery of tardigrade anhydrobiosis. Trehalose
levels account for only several percent at maximum, and
some species even lack measurable amounts of trehalose
[14, 21–23]. LEA proteins are observed in the tardigrade
transcriptome but are not among the most abundant
group of transcripts, suggesting the existence of unique
tardigrade components [24, 25]. Desiccation tolerance
and anhydrobiosis is known to be acquired in multiple
lineages, with diverse machineries but sometimes with
possible convergent evolution [26–28]. With the emer-
ging availability of genomic resources [23, 29], these
tardigrade-specific anhydrobiosis-related proteins were
first screened using heat solubility assays in the eutardi-
grade Ramazzottius varieornatus [30, 31]. While no se-
quence similarity to LEA was observed, characteristics of

the cytoplasmic abundant heat soluble (CAHS) protein,
such as its high abundance, heat solubility, intrinsically
unstructured nature, and structural change to alpha
helix upon water loss, mirror that of LEA proteins [30].
These tardigrade-specific abundant heat-soluble genes
initially appeared to be highly conserved among different
tardigrades, where the CAHS gene was conserved all
across the class eutardigrada in Hypsibiidae, Macrobio-
tiidae, and Milnesiidae [23, 25, 30, 32]. Intriguingly,
eutardigrades appear to adopt to environments with dif-
fering desiccation conditions by adjusting the expression
of these genes while maintaining the gene sets. For ex-
ample, the strong anhydrobiote R. varieornatus can im-
mediately enter anhydrobiosis upon desiccation with
constitutively high expression of CAHS and other pro-
teins required for anhydrobiosis. On the other hand,
semiaquatic Hypsibius exemplaris requires 24–48 h of
preconditioning before entering anhydrobiosis [33] and
prepares homologous proteins by de novo expression
during this period [23], similar to the anhydrobiosis in-
duction method observed in the arthropod P. vander-
planki [34] and nematode C. elegans [35]. However,
conservation in the other class of Heterotardigrada was
not observed from transcriptome analysis of a marine
species, suggesting the possibility of an alternative set of
machineries [25].
To date, molecular analysis of Heterotardigrada has

been predominantly limited due to the lack of sustain-
able laboratory rearing systems. Several species of terres-
trial heterotardigrades (i.e., Echiniscus testudo) are
reported to have comparable or even higher desiccation
tolerance than R. varieornatus [36]; therefore, a certain
specialized machinery should also exist in these species.
Similarly, series of studies have reported the tolerance of
heterotardigrades to various extreme environments, in-
cluding exposure to vacuum [37], osmotic pressure [38],
and high concentrations of environmental toxicant cop-
per ions, which may increase reactive oxygen species
[39]. Evolutionary perspectives on such genetic compo-
nents would be especially intriguing in Heterotardigrada,
since the order Arthrotardigrada predominantly harbors
marine species and is considered to be an ancestral
group within the phylum Tardigrada [40]. The existence
of LEA proteins in a wide variety of organisms without
notable sequence similarity suggests an analogous mech-
anism in heterotardigrades. To this end, we conducted a
multiomic study of the heterotardigrade E. testudo using
ultrasensitive methodology [41–43] to elucidate the mo-
lecular components of anhydrobiosis in this species.

Results
Genome of Echiniscus testudo
We obtained 33 Gb of DNA sequencing data, corre-
sponding to 85X coverage of the estimated genome,
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from the K-mer distribution using GenomeScope (110
Mb). The final genome assembly spanned 153.7 Mbp
(30,095 scaffolds), and the longest contig and N50 length
were 41,023 bp and 6674 bp, respectively (Table 1, Table
S1). This sequencing was performed after extensive
screening for contamination, which is especially critical
in this work, since the specimens were collected from
the wild. The initial step of the screening was based on
BlobTools visualizations [44], and scaffolds were re-
moved based on similarity to bacterial sequences with
low RNA-Seq coverage (most scaffolds < 10− 1) and GC
contents lower than 40% or higher than 60% (Fig. S1).
The BUSCO completeness score of the genome assem-
bly was 92.7% (eukaryote dataset), and we observed high
mapping ratios for DNA-Seq and RNA-Seq data (Table
S2). Forty-two megabases (27%) of this genome was in-
ferred to consists of unknown repeats. We further pre-
dicted 73 ribosomal genes and 1081 transfer RNA genes.
A total of 42,608 protein-coding genes (maximum
TPM > 1) were predicted, of which 57.6% of the genes
showed BLASTp homology against the Swiss-Prot data-
base (E-value <1e-5). Since the assembly length exceeds
the expected genome size, this assembly and gene anno-
tations presumably contain duplicate assemblies. Tran-
scriptome assembly was also filtered by CPM (count per
million; CPM > 1) to eliminate possible contamination
and was further verified by BlobPlot (Table S3, Fig. S2).
A total of 98.6% of the transcriptome assembly was de-
termined to match the genome assembly by a BLASTn
search at an e-value threshold of 1e-50. The genome as-
sembly is not very contiguous, which is a limitation of
the ultra-low-input protocol from a single specimen that
only contains less than 50 pg of DNA. On the other
hand, agreement between the genome and transcriptome
assembly, as well as the BUSCO completeness, shows

sufficient completeness of the gene repertoire (Table
S1).
Next, we compared the E. testudo gene set with other

sequenced tardigrades: transcriptome data of Heterotar-
digrada E. cf. sigismundi and Eutardigrada Richtersius
coronifer, and genome data of Eutardigrada R. varieorna-
tus and H. exemplaris. A total of 12,917 genes (1e-25) of
E. testudo were conserved in all 5 species, and approxi-
mately 529 genes were shared only among the heterotar-
digrades E. testudo and E. cf. sigismundi (Fig. 1a). The
ratio of conserved genes between each pair of five spe-
cies showed that the two classes of Tardigrada, Hetero-
tardigrada and Eutardigrada, possess class-specific
conservation patterns (Fig. 1b), supporting the possibility
of distinct anhydrobiosis machineries.

Comparative genomics of anhydrobiosis in tardigrades
A previous comparative study on the anhydrobiotic ma-
chinery between R. varieornatus and H. exemplaris re-
ported several pathways that contribute to desiccation
tolerance [23]; however, the conservation of these path-
ways (or genes) has not been identified to date in Echi-
niscus. We first focused on antioxidative stress-related
pathways, since previous species have undergone exten-
sive gene loss in H2O2, generating stress-responsive
pathways, as well as gene duplications in antioxidative
stress genes, suggesting intensive genomic adaptations
for coping with oxidative stress [23, 29]. Naive screening
of catalase, superoxide dismutases (SODs), glutamate-S
transferase (GST), and heat shock protein (HSP) resulted
in 5, 31, 94 and 57 copies, respectively. However, since
the genome assembly likely contained duplicated assem-
bly artifacts, we further confirmed these candidates by
constructing phylogenetic trees of each gene from gen-
omic and transcriptomic sequences, thereby removing

Table 1 Statistics of genome assembly
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nearly identical orthologs (> 99% identity) and possible
artifacts (Fig. S3). As a result, we identified 1, 17, 70 and
40 orthologs of catalase, SODs, GST and HSP, respect-
ively (Fig. 2). We also observed that several genes related
to stress signaling, TSC2 and Rheb, lost in the Eutardi-
grade linage were conserved in E. testudo (Fig. 2 and
Table S4), and this conservation pattern was in line with
findings observed for E. cf. sigismundi, suggesting gene
loss in Eutardigrada after divergence from Heterotardi-
grada. The majority of the genes associated with the
stress response (i.e., loss of Sestrin and HIF-1α) and an-
tioxidative stress genes (i.e., duplication of SOD and
GST) showed conservation patterns in E. testudo similar
to those observed in R. varieornatus and H. exemplaris,
suggesting a very early trait of the common ancestor of
Tardigrada. We subsequently focused on tardigrade-
specific abundant heat-soluble genes that have been
identified eutardigrades (i.e., CAHS, secretory abundant
heat soluble (SAHS), mitochondrial abundant heat sol-
uble (MAHS), LEAM and damage suppressor (Dsup)).
Similar to E. cf. sigismundi, these genes were not con-
firmed in the E. testudo genome (BLASTp search, E-
value <1e-3, Fig. 2). These results suggest that while
there are conserved core mechanisms in the oxidative
stress response and stress signaling within the phylum
Tardigrada, distinct mechanisms exist in heterotardi-
grades and eutardigrades.

To screen for heterotardigrade-specific anhydrobiotic
machinery, we subsequently analyzed differential gene
expression between fully hydrated and desiccated indi-
viduals. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were ex-
tremely limited, with only 21 (q < 0.05) or 13 (q-value <
0.01) candidates being identified (Table S5 and Fig. S4).
The fold change of DEGs was moderately high (median
6.88), but most of these genes had very low expression
levels (hydrated TPM < 10 is 16/21 at q < 0.05, 11/13 at
q < 0.01), thus resulting in high fold changes. Overall,
there is only minimal change in expression between the
hydrated and anhydrobiotic states, and screening from
differential expression does not seem feasible, as is ob-
served for the strong anhydrobiote R. varieornatus [29].

Novel heat soluble protein in heterotardigrades
The results obtained to date suggest the presence of
heterotardigrade-specific machinery of anhydrobiosis,
which complements the functions of the LEA or CAHS
proteins observed in other anhydrobiotes, presumably
contributing to cellular molecule protection upon desic-
cation [30]. Therefore, we considered heat solubility
screening to obtain analogous proteins. Following heat-
soluble proteomics (Table S6), filtering for highly
expressed genes (maximum TPM > 100) from transcrip-
tome data and lack of sequence similarity in Swiss-Prot
yielded 32 genes as final candidates (Table S7). These

Fig. 1 Gene conservation of Echiniscus testudo and other tardigrades. a Gene distribution of ortholog genes by BLASTp search against Swiss-Prot
database. b Percentage of gene conservation on E-value <1E-25. The genomic and transcriptomic data used are shown in the Methods section.
Et: Echiniscus testudo, Es: Echiniscoides sigismundi, Rc: Richtersius coronifer, He: Hypsibius exemplaris, Rv: Ramazzottius varieornatus
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candidates were further screened for their disordered na-
ture with negative fold index values, as these genes are
predicted to have large intrinsically unstructured re-
gions. This approach resulted in six genes of two fold
index patterns, containing a high proportion of predicted

alpha helical regions, similar to those of CAHS1 (Table 2,
Fig. 3). Although there is no sequence similarity (Fig.
S5), these Echiniscus-specific, heat-soluble, constitutively
highly expressed (these genes were not DEGs in the
above analysis and are highly expressed both in hydrated

Fig. 2 Gene loss and duplication in tardigrades. Coral orange and gray boxes represent genes conserved and lost in all 5 species used in this study.
Furthermore, yellow boxes and blue boxes indicate genes conserved only in eutardigrades and in heterotardigrades, respectively. The numbers on the
left of the boxes show copy numbers of multiple copy genes in E. testudo. AMPK, 5′ adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase; Apaf-1,
apoptotic protease-activating factor 1; ATM, ataxia-telangiectasia mutated; ATR, ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein; BCS1, mitochondrial
chaperone BCS1; CAHS, cytosolic abundant heat soluble; CASP3/7/8, caspase 3/7/8; CBP, CREB binding protein; CHK1/2, checkpoint kinase 1/2; Dsup,
damage suppressor; Fas; tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 6; FADD, Fas-associated death domain; Gadd45, growth arrest and DNA
damage-inducible; GST, glutathione S-transferase; Hif1α, Hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha; Hif1β, aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator; HSP,
heat shock protein; LEAM, late embryogenesis abundant protein mitochondrial; MAHS, mitochondrial abundant heat soluble; mTOR, mechanistic
target of rapamycin; PHD, plant homeodomain; p300, Histone acetyltransferase; Rheb, GTP-binding protein Rheb; SAHS, secretory abundant heat
soluble; SIRT1, sirtuin 1; SOD, superoxide dismutase; TSC1/2, tuberous sclerosis 1/2; VHL, von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor

Table 2 Gene expression and Fold Index of EtAHS proteins

Shown TPM values in Active and Tun are an average of 3 replicates, respectively
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and tun states), alpha-helical proteins with intrinsically
unstructured characteristics are all analogous to the
CAHS protein identified in R. varieornatus; therefore, we
named these genes EtAHS (Echiniscus testudo Abundant
Heat Soluble). A BLAST search also identified EtAHS in
E. cf. sigismundi, but it was not found in all eutardigrades,
that is, R. varieornatus, H. exemplaris and R. coronifer,
suggesting heterotardigrade-specific conservation.

Structural analysis of EtAHS proteins
We next performed structural characterization of the re-
combinant EtAHS proteins using NMR and CD spectros-
copy (Fig. 4). The 1H-15N HSQC peaks were observed
within a narrow spectral region (7.4–8.4 ppm for 1H chem-
ical shift), indicating that the EtAHS proteins were largely
unstructured in solution. The unstructured properties of
EtAHS proteins were confirmed by CD spectral data.
Moreover, the CD data demonstrated that the desolvating
agent of trifluoroethanol (TFE) induced alpha-helical con-
formation in the EtAHS proteins. These properties are
similar to those of CAHS, which also undergoes a conform-
ational transition from a largely unstructured state to an
alpha-helical state in water-deficient conditions.

Discussion
Molecular and genomic studies of tardigrades have
mostly been limited to the class Eutardigrada, where nu-
merous species are culturable in laboratory conditions.

On the other hand, no sustainable culture of heterotardi-
grades has been established to date. Therefore, we
employed an ultra-low-input genome sequencing proto-
col that we developed previously [41–43] to achieve
whole genome sequencing from a single specimen of tar-
digrade containing less than 50 pg of DNA collected
from the wild. We employed an ultra-low-input library
sequencing protocol as our sequencing method instead
of pooling large number of specimens, in order to
minimize contamination, which has been a problem in
tardigrade sequencing, especially for specimens caught
in the wild as in this work [45]. Although E. testudo is
parthenogenetic and thus often found as clonal lineages
in the wild, sequencing from a single animal can never-
theless limit natural variation and further eliminate con-
tamination to some extent by manual cleaning and
observation under the microscope. Typical low input
Illumina sequencing requires around 1 ng of input DNA,
which correspond to dozens of specimens, which would
increase the possibility of contamination. Long-read se-
quencing (e.g. Oxford Nanopore) further requires tens
of thousands of animals, which is not practical to collect
from the wild, and whole-genome amplification has not
been successful in our experience. For those reasons,
ultra-low-input library sequencing was used in this
study, but additional strong precautions should be taken
to minimize the possibility of contamination in such
field-collected samples [23, 41, 46].

Fig. 3 Folding prediction of EtAHS proteins. Folding of a EtAHS A, b EtAHS B and c CAHS1 proteins. The upper tier shows Fold Index and the
lower tier shows DISOPRED folding. In Foldindex, positive (green area) and negative (red area) numbers represent ordered and disordered
protein, respectively. Amino acids suggested as being folded are shown in the green area and unfolded in the red area. In DISOPREAD, the blue
line indicates disordered state, and the orange line indicates protein binding
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Removal of contamination was only performed after
the assembly, because genomic resource for tardigrades
is still very much limited, and since this is the first re-
port in the class Heterotardigrada, and identification at
the sequenced read level likely result in misidentifica-
tions. Moreover, the tardigrade genome is known to
have some degree of horizontally transferred genes from
prokaryotes. For example, the catalase of the tardigrades
is known to be the bacterial type [29], and pre-assembly
screening would result in the loss of such genes and sub-
sequently results in an insufficient assembly. After rigor-
ous filtering of possible contaminants as described

above, we generated a 153.7 Mbp draft genome assembly
of E. testudo with high genome completeness (BUSCO
score; 92.7%) and a 98.6% match of transcriptome as-
sembly to the genome. Since the genome assembly is
quite fragmented in its current form, the evidence from
the genome sequence alone may not be definitive to ob-
serve gene duplication or loss, even though the BUSCO
completeness statistics is sufficiently high. Therefore,
when discussing the duplication or loss of genes, we al-
ways validated the results in combination with the RNA-
Seq data, to test consistencies in genome and
transcriptome-based gene copy number detection.

Fig. 4 Structural analysis of EtAHS proteins. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of a EtAHS A, b EtAHS B, and c CAHS1 proteins. CD spectra of d EtAHS A, e EtAHS B,
f CAHS1, and g BSA (negative control) proteins in the absence (black) and presence of 10% (blue), 30% (green), 50% (orange), and 70% (red) (v/v) TFE
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Duplication of genes is further confirmed by multiple
alignment and phylogenetic trees, to eliminate possible
false positives. However, since we take a conservative
methodology gene duplication event could be underesti-
mated when sequence similarity is unusually high; for
example, if there is a paralog that is a 99.9% identical in
its nucleotide sequence, such as the Mre11 gene copies
in R. varieornatus [29], there is a possibility of miscount-
ing (assuming one instead of two). This report is the first
to describe a heterotardigrade genome, and this novel
resource may facilitate future comparative genomics and
evolutionary studies of the phylum Tardigrada. Tran-
scriptome assembly of a heterotardigrade, E. cf. sigis-
mundi, has been reported [25], and while such data are
valuable in identifying the presence of a gene, genomic
data are required to discuss the absence of a gene and to
perform further analysis of other noncoding features.
Comparing the gene repertoire of E. testudo with other

tardigrades, namely, E. cf. sigismundi, R. varieornatus, H.
exemplaris and R. coronifer, duplication of stress-
response genes, such as GST, SODs and HSP, was ob-
served as a common characteristic of anhydrobiotic tar-
digrades. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the
oxidative damage induced by them are among the most
critical sources of cellular damage upon desiccation;
therefore, the expansion of the antioxidant defense rep-
ertoire appears to be a common mechanism in anhydro-
biosis, not one that is limited to tardigrades [47, 48]. In
addition, we identified several genes in stress signaling
pathways, i.e., genes involved in stress signaling path-
ways. Sestrin, Gadd45, FADD, and Caspase 8 were lost
E. testudo, similar to the eutardigrades R. varieornatus
and H. exemplaris, suggesting that these orthologs were
lost prior to the diversion of Eutardigrada and Hetero-
tardigrada. Hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) are tran-
scription factors that serve as master regulators of
oxygen homeostasis and are highly conserved in most
metazoans, including desiccation tolerance species [49].
Initially, the loss of this modulator of apoptosis induc-
tion was suggested to be associated with anhydrobiosis
to prevent apoptosis and to enable cellular repair upon
rehydration from anhydrobiosis [29]. However, if the
loss of this gene occurred before the divergence of Het-
erotardigrada and Eutardigrada, this would imply that
this gene loss is also present in the marine tardigrades of
Arthrotardigrada, which rarely possess anhydrobiotic
capability, thereby weakening the link between these
gene losses and anhydrobiosis. Recently, it was reported
that an abundant intertidal crustacean, the copepod
Tigriopus californicus, also lacks HIF-α and EGLN, but
this species can tolerate extremely low levels of available
O2 for at least 24 h [50]. This finding suggests that the
loss of HIF-α/EGLN is not specific to tardigrades and
may not be related to anhydrobiosis.

While these core components are conserved, none of
the tardigrade-specific proteins related to anhydrobiosis
identified in R. varieornatus, namely, CAHS, SAHS,
MAHS, LEAM, and Dsup, is observed in E. testudo.
CAHS protein is highly expressed in R. varieornatus,
and the presence of a large number of paralogs within
the genome suggests an important role played by this
protein during anhydrobiosis. While CAHS is constitu-
tively highly expressed in the strong anhydrobiote R.
varieornatus, expression of this protein is induced upon
desiccation in the weak anhydrobiote H. exemplaris, in-
dicating a direct functional link in anhydrobiosis [23].
Therefore, analogous function is expected in E. testudo
but without sequence similarity or homology, as in the
case of different LEA groups [51]. The rate of gene con-
servation is higher within the classes of Tardigrada, and
529 genes are only shared by heterotardigrades. Eighty-
nine of these proteins have a homolog in Swiss-Prot (1e-
25); therefore, candidates for heterotardigrade-specific
abundant heat-soluble proteins should be among these
440 genes. Screening of these candidates by differential
expression in active and tun states was not possible due
to the lack of overall expression change. This result is
not surprising because strong anhydrobiotes, such as R.
varieornatus and E. testudo, can enter anhydrobiosis im-
mediately, forming tuns and losing most of their body
water within 30min [36]. This time interval is not suffi-
cient to conduct de novo gene transcription and protein
translation, and a lack of expression changes has been
reported for R. varieornatus, where abundant heat-
soluble proteins are constitutively highly expressed [23].
Therefore, we performed heat solubility proteomics as-

says to identify hydrophilic proteins, following the pro-
cedures established for the identification of LEA and
CAHS proteins [19, 30]. These classes of proteins are
notably hydrophilic and are often comprised of intrinsic-
ally unstructured domains that turn into alpha-helical
structures upon water loss. These properties enable the
protein to remain soluble even after heat treatment at
near-boiling temperatures. As a result, we identified two
families of six genes that we designated EtAHS that were
conserved only in heterotardigrades. These proteins
were predicted to contain unstructured regions similar
to those observed in CAHS and SAHS, suggesting that
these genes may be analogous [30]. Further confirmation
of the EtAHS structure using recombinant proteins
expressed in E. coli showed a disordered nature by NMR
spectroscopy and a change in structure from random
coil to alpha helix upon water loss, which was emulated
by replacing water with TFE, and both structural fea-
tures resembled those of CAHS. The abundance, heat
solubility, hydrophilic nature, and intrinsically disor-
dered structure that forms an alpha-helical structure
upon water loss are all characteristic of the LEA protein
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family. LEA proteins do not exhibit sequence similarity
among groups [51, 52]; therefore, it is possible to consider
that tardigrade heat-soluble protein families may be a new
LEA protein family group, but such generalization is be-
yond the scope of this work and is a possible direction for
future research. Moreover, the role played by EtAHS or
CAHS in anhydrobiosis has not been elucidated to date.
Few studies have investigated this topic, and they have ob-
tained ambiguous results [53]. Functional experiments
would be required as a future work to fully confirm the
contribution of EtAHS in the desiccation tolerance of het-
erotardigrada. However, direct functional experiments are
currently not realistic due to the microscopic size of these
species as wall as due to the lack of culture methods in la-
boratory conditions, and knock-in experiments of CAHS
and SAHS genes do not immediately show any observable
phenotype in human culture cells [30]. Specific molecular
mechanisms of LEA and CAHS are yet to be clarified,
which also precludes immediate in vitro assays. On the
other hand, the combined features of EtAHS revealed in
this study, namely, high abundance, entirely unstructured
nature (not just partially disordered), heat solubility, exist-
ence of multiple paralogs, unique-ness in the specific spe-
cies, mirrors those of LEA, CAHS, and SAHS when these
proteins were first identified, and are strongly suggestive
of its relationship with anhydrobiosis. Further studies on
this subject are also necessary to fully elucidate the mo-
lecular mechanisms underlying anhydrobiosis in tardi-
grades. Nevertheless, the existence of analogous proteins
without any sequence similarity suggests the importance
of this class of proteins in anhydrobiosis and that tardi-
grades have independently evolved these protein families
at least two times, once in Heterotardigrada and once in
Eutardigrada, to enable anhydrobiosis. This phenomenon
may represent an example of convergent evolution and
highlights the complex evolutionary history of anhydro-
biosis within the phylum Tardigrada.

Conclusions
In this study, we performed genomic and transcriptomic
sequencing of the heterotardigrade E. testudo by using
an ultra-low-input library sequencing method, and by
combining these results with heat-soluble proteome
data, we identified a novel heterotardigrade-specific
abundant heat-soluble gene family designated EtAHS,
which shares multiple analogous characteristics, includ-
ing heat solubility, constitutive high expression, intrin-
sically unstructured nature, and shift to alpha-helical
structure upon water loss, with the eutardigrade analog
CAHS. Structural features were further confirmed using
NMR and CD analyses, which also indicated similar
characteristics to those of CAHS. These results suggest
the existence of two distinct, independently acquired
mechanisms of anhydrobiosis in the two classes of

Tardigrada, which may represent an example of conver-
gent evolution.

Methods
Animals
We collected E. testudo from moss collected from
Otsuka-machi, Tsuruoka city, Japan (38°44′23″N,
139°48′28″E). The moss was soaked in water for more
than 3 h, and E. testudo specimens were picked and col-
lected on an agar-coated plate. The species was identi-
fied using assembled contigs corresponding to 18S
rRNA, 28S rRNA, COI, ITS1, and ITS2, confirming 99.2
~ 99.8% identity to previously published sequences avail-
able in GenBank. E. testudo was allowed to walk around
the agar plate for two days, with rigorous washing and
renewed plate each day to remove surface and gut con-
taminants. Tun (anhydrobiotic) state was induced by
suspending 20–21 animals in 100 μl of distilled water
and by placing it on a 2-cm × 2-cm mesh filter on a
paper towel (ASONE). The animals were desiccated at
35% RH for 24 h controlled by 85% glycerol solution
[54], followed by 0% RH at room temperature for
complete desiccation. Anhydrobiotic success was deter-
mined by an over 90% recovery rate after 24 h.

Genome and transcriptome sequencing
We used the ultra-low-input library sequencing protocol
established in our previous study [42, 43]. In brief, gen-
omic DNA was extracted using a Quick-gDNA Micro-
prep Kit (Zymo Research) after lysis with two freeze-
thaw cycles of − 80 °C and 37 °C incubation, and the ex-
tracted DNA was sheared to 550-bp target fragments
with Covaris M220. The Illumina sequencing library was
constructed with a Thruplex DNA-Seq kit (Rubicon
Genomics), and the purified library was quantified using
a Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies). The sequen-
cing library was sequenced on the MiSeq platform (Illu-
mina) with 300 bp paired settings. For RNA-Seq, the
total RNA was extracted from active and tun samples (3
replicates) using Direct-Zol RNA MicroPrep Kits (Zymo
Research), and the sequencing library was constructed
using SMARTer v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for Se-
quencing (Clonetech) and KAPA HyperPlus Library
Preparation Kit (KAPA BIOSYSTEMS). The RNA-Seq
library was multiplexed and sequenced on the NextSeq
500 platform (Illumina) 300 cycles High Output Mode
(paired-end). De-multiplexing of RNA-Seq reads was
conducted using bcl2fastq v.2 (Illumina). Both DNA-Seq
and RNA-Seq reads were submitted to FastQC [55] for
quality validation.

Genome assembly and gene finding
Following genome size estimation by GenomeScope [56],
the MiSeq reads were assembled with MaSuRCA (v3.1.3)
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[57] with the following parameters (PE 350150). Since the
specimens were directly collected from the wild, we
needed to be extra careful about possible contamination
in the sequences. To validate contamination in the gen-
ome assembly [23, 41, 46], we first mapped the MiSeq
DNA-Seq reads to the assembled genome with BWA
(v0.7.17) [58] and converted the output files with SAM-
tools (v1.7) [59]. Next, we conducted a BLASTn search
against the NCBI nr database [60, 61]. These results were
submitted to BlobTools (v1.0) [44] for visualization. Con-
tigs with GC content below 40% and above 60% and con-
tigs identified to be bacterial were determined as
contaminants and removed from the assembly. We vali-
dated the genome completeness with BUSCO (v3.0.2)
using the eukaryote lineage gene set [62].
For identifying genes, we first mapped the RNA-Seq data

(active and tuned three replicates each) to the genome as-
sembly with TopHat2 (v2.1.1) [63]. The resulting BAM files
were submitted to BRAKER (v1.9) with default settings
[64]. To remove possible bacterial contamination, we vali-
dated whether these query transcripts were included in the
transcriptome assembly produced with Trinity v.2.5.1 [65]
since polyA selection during the sequencing library con-
struction process would filter non-polyA transcripts. Fur-
thermore, we performed tBLASTn against the nr database
and excluded nonmetazoan hits to remove possible
eukaryotic contamination. We submitted these query se-
quences to a tBLASTn search against the transcriptome as-
sembly and excluded transcripts that had identity below
99%. To annotate the predicted gene models, we performed
similarity searches using BLASTp (E-value <1e-5) against
Swiss-Prot [66] and against tardigrade-predicted proteome
sequences of R. varieornatus and H. exemplaris genomes
(E-value <1e-5). We also submitted the amino acid se-
quences to KEGG Automatic Annotation Server [67, 68] to
assign KEGG orthology IDs. De novo repeat region identifi-
cation was conducted by RepeatScout [69] and RepeatMas-
ker [70]. We searched tRNA using tRNAscan [71] and
rRNA using RNAmmer [72].
This final assembly data contained 42,608 predicted

protein-coding genes with expression levels of > 1 tran-
script per million (TPM) in at least one of six RNA-Seq
samples. A total of 57.6% of the genes showed BLASTp
similarity against the Swiss-Prot database (E-value <1e-5).
To identify genes that were induced during anhydrobiosis,
we quantified the gene expression (TPM) with Kallisto
(v0.42.1) [73]. Additionally, we mapped the RNA-Seq
reads to the coding sequences with BWA MEM and tested
for differential expression using DESeq2 [58, 74]. Tran-
scripts with FDR below 0.05 were defined as DEGs.

Gene expansion and lost pathway analysis
To validate abundant heat-soluble genes reported in pre-
vious tardigrade genomic studies [23, 29], KAAS

orthologous annotation was used to initially screen for
possible gene losses. For orthologs that were initially
found to be missing in the E. testudo genome, we further
confirmed gene loss by using orthologs in R. varieorna-
tus, H. exemplaris, and Swiss-Prot for tBLASTn searches
to the E. testudo genome.
To identify multicopy genes, we conducted multiple

alignment and counted the copy number. Multiple align-
ment with R. varieornatus and C. elegans was carried
out using MAFFT (v7.221) [75, 76]. Phylogenetic trees
were constructed using FastTree (v2.1.10) with default
options [77] and visualized with Interactive Tree of Life
(iTOL) [78]. Regarding extremely similar sequences,
genes with BLASTn identity > 99% were regarded as
identical artifact copies due to possible misassembly
(Table S5, Fig. S1 phylogenetic tree).

Heat soluble proteomics
Heat soluble proteomics was conducted as previously de-
scribed [30]. Briefly, approximately 3000 individuals were
collected from the wild and cleaned as described above
and homogenized using BioMasher II (Nippi) in PBS
(Nippon Gene) on ice with protease inhibitors (Roche).
The lysate was heated at 92 °C for 20min, and the soluble
fraction was collected by taking the supernatant after cen-
trifugation at 12,000 rpm for 20min. Proteins were
digested with trypsin, and tryptic peptides were separated
and identified with an UltiMate 3000 nanoLC pump (Dio-
nex Co., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and an LTQ Orbitrap XL
ETD (Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA, USA). Corre-
sponding peptide sequences were retrieved from six frame
translation data of our initial genome assembly using
MASCOT software (Matrix Science) [79]. Candidates
were further screened with the following conditions: (1)
lack of conservation in other tardigrades or metazoans
and (2) high mRNA expression (TPM > 100) in the tun
state. We then predicted the structural features using the
Fold Index [80] and DISOPRED [81].

Structural analysis of EtAHS proteins
The gene derived from g97955.t1, which encodes resi-
dues Thr29-Gln355 of EtAHS A protein, was cloned into
pET28a (Novagen). The gene derived from g8031.t1,
which encodes residues Gln20-Lys319 of EtAHS B pro-
tein, was cloned into modified pCold-1 (Takara Bio
Inc.), in which the factor Xa cleavage site was replaced
with tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage. The re-
combinant EtAHS proteins were expressed in the E. coli
BL21(DE3) CodonPlus strain cultured in LB medium.
The His6-tagged fusion EtAHS A protein was purified
from cell lysates with a Ni2+-nitrilotriacetic acid column
(GE Healthcare). The fusion protein was cleaved by in-
cubation with thrombin protease (Sigma Aldrich) and
then purified with Superdex 200 pg (GE Healthcare). For
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preparation of EtAHS B protein, after lysis by sonication,
the insoluble inclusion bodies were extensively washed
with 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) containing 150mM NaCl
and 2% Triton X-100 and then solubilized with 6M guani-
dinium chloride, 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), and 1mM di-
thiothreitol. The solubilized proteins were refolded by
dilution (0.1mg/mL) in 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 100
mM NaCl, 3 mM reduced glutathione, and 0.3mM oxi-
dized glutathione at 4 °C for 12 h. The His6-tagged fusion
protein was purified with a Ni2+-nitrilotriacetic acid col-
umn (GE Healthcare). The EtHAS B protein, from which
the N-terminal His6-tag peptide was removed by TEV
protease digestion, was further purified with a HiLoad
Superdex 75 pg (GE Healthcare). The expression and puri-
fication of recombinant CAHS1 protein (R. varieornatus,
UniProt ID: J7M799) were performed as described in the
literature with slight modifications [30]. For the produc-
tion of 15N-labeled EtAHS A, EtAHS B, and CAHS1 pro-
teins, cells were grown in M9 minimal media containing
[15N]NH4Cl (1 g/L). CD spectra were measured at room
temperature on a JASCO J-720WI apparatus using a 1.0-
mm path length quartz cell. The EtAHS A, EtAHS B,
CAHS1, and BSA proteins were dissolved at protein con-
centrations of 5.6 μM, 2.3 μM, 6.8 μM, and 2.0 μM, re-
spectively, in 10mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)
in the absence and presence of TFE.
NMR spectral measurements were made on a Bruker

DMX-500 spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic
probe. The probe temperature was set to 5 °C. 15N-la-
beled EtAHS A, EtAHS B, and CAHS1 proteins were
dissolved at a protein concentration of 0.15 mM in 10
mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 5%
(v/v) 2H2O.
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Additional file 1: Fig. S1. Blobplot analysis of the E. testudo genome
assembly. The assembled genome was subjected to BlobTools for
possible contamination identification and visualize as blopblot. (a)
Blobplot of original genome assembly (before screening), (b) blobplot of
original genome assembly with RNA-Seq coverage data, and (c) blobplot
of after screening genome assembly. (d-j) Blobplot printed for each taxo-
nomic group separately. The upper tier was using DNA-Seq data for map-
ping and the lower tier blobplot was using RNA-Seq data for mapping.
(d) Taxonomic group; Tardigrada, (e) Arthropod, (f) “no-hit”, (g) Bacteoi-
detes, (h) Proteobacteria, (i) Actinobacteria and (j) other. Scaffolds were
submitted to DIAMOND BLASTX analysis against UniProt Reference

Proteomes (2018_09 version) for taxonomy identification, and mapped
data by BWA were used for coverage calculation. This information was
analyzed by BlobTools. Fig. S2. Blobplot analysis of the E. testudo tran-
scriptome assembly. The assembled transcriptome was subjected to Blob-
Tools for possible contamination identification and visualize as blobplot.
(a) Blobplot of original transcriptome assembly data and (b) after screen-
ing transcriptome assembly data. Scaffolds were submitted to DIAMOND
BLASTX analysis against UniProt Reference Proteomes (2018_09 version)
for taxonomy identification, and mapped data by BWA were used for
coverage calculation. This information was analyzed by BlobTools. Fig.
S3. Phylogenetic tree of duplicated genes. Phylogenetic tree of (a) Cata-
lase, (b) SOD, (c) GST, and (d) HSP. These phylogenetic trees contain each
gene of R. varieornatus and C. elegans. Multiple alignments were con-
ducted using MAFFT and phylogenetic trees were constructed by Fas-
tTree. Bootstraps are showed under the branch. Red lines indicate highly
similar orthologs (> 99% identity). Fig. S4. M-A plot of DEGs and plot of
fold change-gene expression in anhydrobiosis state. (a) Data represent in-
dividual genes and plotted by gray. FRD < 0.05 were defined as DEGs and
colored in the red plot. The vertical axis shows log2 fold-change and the
horizontal axis shows log10 baseMean, with positive change indicating
up-regulated genes and a negative change indicating ting the down-
regulated genes. (b) All genes were plotted in gray and genes that likely
contribute to anhydrobiosis were colored. The vertical axis shows expres-
sion level (Transcript per million; TPM) in anhydrobiosis state and the
horizontal axis shows fold change between active and anhydrobiosis
state.

Additional file 2: Table S1. Screening of genome assembly. Table S2.
Mapping ration of DNA-Seq and RNA-Seq. Table S3. Overview of tran-
scriptome assembly. Table S4. Gene conservation of anhydrobiosis re-
lated genes. Table S5. Annotation, expression level, and fold index of
DEGs. Table S6. MASCOT output list of heat soluble proteins. Table S7.
Gene list of tardigrade-specific anhydrobiosis related candidate.
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